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years, I have noticed that
everytime when (or just before) I
fall ill, I have a strange red mark
on my forehead (sometimes
between the two. Red bumps
that crop up on the forehead
can be embarrassing and
difficult to hide. Because they
can lead to physical scaring and
emotional damage, it is. How to
Conceal Red Spots on Your
Face. Everyone has days when
they look amazing but then
there are those days when you
end up finding a gross red spot
on your face! A bindi (Hindi:
, from Sanskrit
bindu, meaning "point, drop, dot
or small particle") is a red dot
worn on the centre of the

forehead, commonly by Hindu.
Bindi: Investigating the True
Meaning Behind the Hindu
Forehead Dot (Read the article
on one page). HeadOn - Apply
directly to the forehead! Watch
the original commercial that
started it all. Or to be extra
annoying you can embed it on
all your friends. © 2006 - 2017
VisualDx. All rights reserved.
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acceptance of Skinsight's terms
of service and privacy policy.
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Spots on forehead can indicate
varied underlying skin
conditions. They may be
accompanied by itchiness,
irritation, redness, pain, or other
symptoms. There are some skin
conditions that commonly affect
the forehead, according to the
medical text “Clinical
Dermatology.” Among those
listed are.
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, from Sanskrit bindu, meaning "point, drop,
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True Meaning Behind the Hindu Forehead Dot (Read the
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(congenital dermal melanocytosis) is a benign, flat, congenital
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